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Generally accepted accounting principles, or GAAP, are a set of rules that encompass the details,
complexities, and legalities of business and corporate accounting. GAAP-compliant accountants strictly
adhere to established rules and regulations. Consistent standards are applied throughout the financial reporting
process. GAAP-compliant accountants are committed to accuracy and impartiality. Principle of permanence of
methods: Consistent procedures are used in the preparation of all financial reports. Speculation does not
influence the reporting of financial data. Reporting of revenues is divided by standard accounting time periods,
such as fiscal quarters or fiscal years. Principle of utmost good faith: All involved parties are assumed to be
acting honestly. GAAP compliance makes the financial reporting process transparent and standardizes
assumptions, terminology, definitions, and methods. External parties can easily compare financial statements
issued by GAAP-compliant entities and safely assume consistency, which allows for quick and accurate
cross-company comparisons. Because GAAP standards deliver transparency and continuity, they enable
investors and stakeholders to make sound, evidence-based decisions. The consistency of GAAP compliance
also allows companies to more easily evaluate strategic business options. What are the Basic Principles of
Accounting? Beyond the 10 principles, GAAP compliance is built on three rules that eliminate misleading
accounting and financial reporting practices. These three rules are: Basic accounting principles and guidelines:
They also draw on established best practices governing cost, disclosure, going concern, matching, revenue
recognition, professional judgment, and conservatism. The compendium includes standards based on the best
practices previously established by the APB. These organizations are rooted in historic regulations governing
financial reporting, which were implemented by the federal government following the stock market crash that
triggered the Great Depression. Generally accepted industry practices: There is no universal GAAP model
followed by all organizations across every industry. Rather, particular businesses follow industry-specific best
practices designed to reflect the nuances and complexities of different areas of business. For example, banks
operate using a different set of accounting and financial reporting methods than those used by retail
businesses. History of GAAP Without regulatory standards, companies would be free to present financial
information in whichever format best suits their needs. The Great Depression in , a financial catastrophe which
caused years of hardship for millions of Americans, was primarily attributed to faulty and manipulative
reporting practices among businesses. In response, the federal government, along with professional accounting
groups, set out to create standards for the ethical and accurate reporting of financial information. Today, all 50
state governments prepare their financial reports according to GAAP. While a little less than half of U. While
the federal government requires public companies to file financial reports in compliance with GAAP, they are
not responsible for its creation or maintenance. Instead, a few independent boards serve as authorities on these
principles, continually updating them to accommodate changing business practices and evolving
organizations. For example, goodwill and interest rate swap standards are among several recent changes to
provide alternatives for private companies. Below, we have created an overview of the boards that oversee
GAAP pronouncements. The FAF is responsible for appointing board members and ensuring that these boards
operate in a fair and transparent manner. Members of the public are invited to attend FAF organization
meetings in person or through live webcasts. Accounting for goodwill impairment The calculation of goodwill
impairment losses, which cover financial technicalities regarding business acquisitions of subsidiary entities,
are being modified from a two-step process to a simplified, quantitative one-step process. Determining the
customer of the operation services in a service concession arrangement In some cases, government
organizations control when, to whom, and at what price infrastructure-related operating entities must provide
services. This update establishes accounting practices for such situations. Many different parties rely on
government financial statements, including constituents and lawmakers. Fairness and transparency are a
priority of the GASB, and their own processes and communications are available for public review. The
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GASB Standards-Setting Process 1Create an independent task force 2Conduct research on the subject of the
new standard 3Engage the public through published commentary 4Create an Exposure Draft of planned
standard 5Host public hearings before a standard is finalized Major Projects in Financial reporting model This
project will improve the effectiveness and reliability of the financial reporting models used by state and local
governments in their decision-making processes. Revenue and expense recognition This initiative will create a
comprehensive framework for tracking and reporting revenue- and expense-related transactions that are not
otherwise covered by existing models. Capitalization of interest cost This project will define standards for a
new approach to calculating the capitalization of interest costs, which will simplify the financial reporting
process. Equity interest ownership issues In some cases, stakeholders report their equity ownership interests in
a business through separate entities. This project will improve the measurement of equity ownership positions
when they are presented as units in separate entities. The table below represents the total revenues, net income,
and diluted earnings per share for the and fiscal years of Pegasystems Incorporated.
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Dreamstime If your company hopes one day to issue stock or participate in mergers and acquisitions,
knowledge of generally accepted accounting principles GAAP is critically important. GAAP is a term that
refers to a set of rules, standards and practices used throughout the accounting industry to prepare and
standardize financial statements that are issued outside the company. These standards help investors and
creditors better compare companies. Companies are expected to follow generally accepted accounting
principles when they report their financial information. GAAP affects the following activities: Measuring
economic activity Disclosing information about an activity Preparing and summarizing economic information
Recording measurements at regular intervals How GAAP is regulated Before the stock market crash of and the
Great Depression, the government passed laws to create a standard for accounting practices among publicly
held companies. While GAAP itself is not government-regulated, it exists because of the combined efforts of
government and business. Companies that issue stock are held to this standard by the Securities Act and the
Securities Exchange Act, which require yearly external audits by independent accountants. Companies without
external investors are not obliged to follow this standard. Government entities, on the other hand, are
influenced by a set of standards that are slightly different from GAAP. Additional best practices exist outside
formal pronouncements and are commonly accepted, due to their mainstream use. For example, it is generally
assumed that financial statements are based on the belief that a company will continue to conduct business.
However, due to the many different standards affiliated with GAAP, accountants are expected to rely on their
own knowledge and understanding of finance to determine how a given principle is to be understood and
applied. This implies that while GAAP allows financial results to be compared against other companies within
an industry, GAAP rules may also be subject to various interpretations and potential manipulation. For
companies, the pressure to hire good accountants is intense, as the costs for falsifying records or having
inadequate accounting services is high. Companies like Enron manipulated and omitted financial information
to create the illusion of financial stability, which ultimately resulted in legal backlash and insolvency. If you
believe your small business may eventually be subject to GAAP, you may wish to get in the habit of reporting
to that standard early on. Looking for information on accounting software for your business? Use the
questionnaire below, and our vendor partners will contact you to provide you with the information and quotes
you need: Fusing the two would ease comparisons between companies based in differed regions. Advocates of
the merger contend that it would also simplify management, investment, transparency and accountant training.
The goal of the IFRS is to provide good information, and the standards offer guidelines on how to achieve that
goal. GAAP, on the other hand, relies on setting adequate rules and guidelines to ensure good reporting.
Despite improved ease of management, accounting and investment, some argue that combining the standards
would lead to new issues. The difficulty of merging cross-cultural business ethics and processes into one
codified standard could prove insurmountable. Vast differences between political and tax systems could also
be prohibitive. More concretely, the time it would take to merge the systems and adopt a universal standard
could result in financials losses that exceed the promised gains accrued through simplified standards. More
information Additional information about the GAAP concept, including overviews of its rules and principles,
can be found on the following websites: You May Also Like.
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GAAP also facilitates the cross comparison of financial information across different companies. These 10
general principles can help you remember the main mission and direction of the GAAP system. Principle of
Consistency Professionals commit to applying the same standards throughout the reporting process to prevent
errors or discrepancies. Accountants are expected to fully disclose and explain the reasons behind any changed
or updated standards. Principle of Permanence of Methods The procedures used in financial reporting should
be consistent. Principle of Non-Compensation Both negatives and positives should be fully reported with
transparency and without the expectation of debt compensation. Principle of Prudence Emphasizing fact-based
financial data representation that is not clouded by speculation. Principle of Continuity While valuing assets, it
should be assumed the business will continue to operate. Principle of Periodicity Entries should be distributed
across the appropriate periods of time. For example, revenue should be divided by its relevant periods. It
presupposes that parties remain honest in transactions. Compliance GAAP must be followed when a company
distributes its financial statements outside of the company. GAAP covers such things as revenue recognition ,
balance sheet item classification and outstanding share measurements. If a financial statement is not prepared
using GAAP , investors should be cautious. GAAP regulations require that non-GAAP measures are identified
in financial statements and other public disclosures, such as press releases. The hierarchy of GAAP is
designed to improve financial reporting. It consists of a framework for selecting the principles that public
accountants should use in preparing financial statements in line with U. Also included are practices that are
widely recognized. Accountants are directed to first consult sources at the top of the hierarchy and then
proceed to lower levels only if there is no relevant pronouncement at a higher level. Due to the progress
achieved in this partnership, the SEC, in , removed the requirement for non-U. This was a big achievement,
because prior to the ruling, non-U. Some differences that still exist between both accounting rules include:
Under IFRS, the costs can be capitalized and amortized over multiple periods. Write-Downs - GAAP specifies
that the amount of write-down of an inventory or fixed asset cannot be reversed if the market value of the asset
subsequently increases. The write-down can be reversed under IFRS. As corporations increasingly need to
navigate global markets and conduct operations worldwide, international standards are becoming increasingly
popular at the expense of GAAP, even in the U. By that number had fallen to less than half. Notes GAAP is
only a set of standards. There is plenty of room within GAAP for unscrupulous accountants to distort figures.
So, even when a company uses GAAP, you still need to scrutinize its financial statements. Want to know more
about GAAP? Read more about The Impact of Combining the U.
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